ZIOSOFT JOINS DR. PATRICK SOON-SHIONG’S NANTWORKS FAMILY OF LEADING HEALTHCARE AND
COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES
Leader in 4D and 5D Medical Imaging to Become Key Component of Integrated Health Information
and Supercomputing Infrastructure
Los Angeles and Redwood City, Calif. – October 26, 2011 –Ziosoft, Inc., a leader in supercomputing 4D
and 5D medical imaging functional analytics and already deployed in over 2000 medical installations in
Japan, announced today that it has joined NantWorks LLC, a newly formed healthcare, educational,
scientific and communications technology company led by Patrick Soon-Shiong, M.D. Under the
agreement, Ziosoft will be wholly owned by NantWorks.
“Ziosoft’s supercomputing software architecture merges CT, MR and ultrasound imaging data,
regardless of the imaging device vendor,” said Dr. Soon-Shiong. “This allows us to accomplish not only
3D medical imaging and analysis, but also, by now adding time and motion, 4D and 5D analysis. Through
the power of supercomputing and high performance connectivity, we can thus provide the physician
with new, much enhanced capabilities for making functional and pathological diagnoses from a standard
CT or MRI scan. Coupled with advanced communication technologies under NantWorks and its partners,
this supercomputing technology will be the enabling portion of transporting multi-dimensional images
basically anywhere in the world, bringing supercomputing to the point of care.”
Ziosoft will be renamed Qi Imaging - referring to the “Quantitative Intelligent” image data that is
automatically generated from 5th dimensional imaging, as well as referring to the Chinese understanding
of the life force. The name Ziosoft will be retained in Japan where the company has a large share of the
advanced visualization market with more than 2,000 Ziostation® systems installed.
NantWorks LLC is combining several technology businesses into a single entity for the purpose
of bringing the digital revolution to the service of healthcare, education, science and the justice system,
as well as taking digital entertainment to an entirely new level. Since selling the two companies he
founded – American Pharmaceutical Partners in 2008 and Abraxis BioScience in 2010 – Dr. Soon-Shiong
has invested in excess of $400 million acquiring and developing numerous digital technologies.
Ziosoft’s PhyZiodynamic™ solutions provide cutting-edge algorithms for functional imaging
analysis in multiple dimensions. This open standard software technology utilizes lossless image data,
which ensures the true fidelity of all data at all times for any DICOM imaging modality. This has resulted
in precise image quality, optimized user efficiency, potential for significant dose reduction and
maximum cost effectiveness for an extensive range of clinical applications.

“The vision of Dr. Soon-Shiong is to converge all these technologies under one company
enabling us to bring a true digital revolution to many aspects of people’s lives,” said Rob Royea,
president and COO, Qi Imaging. “He is bringing together experts from many different scientific
backgrounds – mathematicians, advanced network scientists, physicists, software engineers, mechanical
engineers, among others – to create an environment of innovation for solving some of the most
challenging problems of our times. Additionally, Ziosoft’s founder and technical visionary, Kazuhiko
Matsumoto, will remain as a partial owner and significant member of our team. We are excited to
become a part of this incredibly significant effort by Dr. Soon-Shiong and his team.”
About NantWorks
NantWorks LLC was recently founded and led by Patrick Soon-Shiong, MD. Its mission is to converge
semiconductor technology, supercomputing, advanced networks and augmented intelligence to
transform how we work, play and live. Early applications will be in the fields including scientific research
and healthcare. For more information, see www.nantworks.com .
About Qi Imaging LLC (formerly Ziosoft, Inc.)
Founded in 1998, the company is part of the NantWorks LLC family of technologies. It is a recognized
leader in functional imaging visualization software to benefit clinicians, patients and healthcare
specialists. The company’s supercomputing, 3D-5D advanced visualization software provides a wide
array of diagnostic tools at any chosen location. With more than 2,000 systems installed worldwide, the
Ziostation system from Ziosoft offers state-of-the-art technology to produce superb 3D-4D image
quality, helping clinicians to make faster and more confident diagnoses.
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